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Executive Coach. Leadership Consultant. Author.
A Trusted Partner Who Delivers Results
Andrea Chilcote, Founder and CEO of Morningstar Ventures, transforms business outcomes by serving as a
trusted advisor to leaders as they conceive and enact sustainable strategic objectives that align opportunities,
talent, processes and structure. Andrea’s leadership and business change management strategies have
enabled organizations to prosper. For over twenty years, she has inspired leaders and their teams to tackle
the perceived insurmountable obstacles that are the key differentiators between mediocre outcomes and
peak performance. Trust in Andrea’s expertise and values enables leaders to take a courageous risk that is
transformative in their lives as well as the viability of their organizations.

Transformational Coaching and Consulting
Andrea’s work includes enterprise-wide organizational development initiatives, as well as specific assignments
with executives and their teams. She has created unparalleled results with a wide variety of Fortune 500
companies in diverse business sectors. Her proven expertise spans:
•• Leadership development through proven and innovative processes
•• Team and individual assessments to uncover obstacles, optimize collaboration
•• Innovative learning opportunities that strengthen leadership competencies
•• Executive coaching that is personal, customized and gets results
•• Organizational design for a complex global world
•• Communication skills to make a meaningful impact when navigating the world of double-speak and political
correctness
Andrea is recognized as a trusted partner who gets results, as evidenced by the success of her practice and
longevity of her client relationships. Her programs and methods meet leaders where they are in their own
development and move them beyond the superficial to integrated behavioral change.
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Accomplished Author and Speaker
She has published a fictional work, Erik’s Hope: The Leash That Led Me to Freedom, based on her own life
memoir and most recently released a new book, This Very Moment, which is a collection of essays about
relationships. She has also created numerous popular learning programs and courses such as Candid
Conversations, Coaching Agility and Advanced Consulting Skills. She has authored diverse articles on the
nature of change, leadership development and communication.
Residing near Phoenix, Arizona, Andrea received a Bachelor of Science from Millikin University, her Consulting
Practices Certification from the Meridian Institute, and she completed graduate studies at University of
Kentucky, Lexington. She is certified in the Birkman Method® and draws from an abundant collection of tools
for assessment, facilitation, leading change, process improvement and personal development.

Optimize Your Business and Your Life
Morningstar Ventures is a leading consultancy helping business leaders
take the key steps needed to improve the operations of their companies
and their own performance. Contact us today to find out how we can help
you and your business.
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